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eneral \Vorks on Printing

The Art and Practice of Printing 655. A.
edited by Wm. Atkins. 1932.

The first two volumes of a well-illustrated work
which will cover all branches of the craft. It will in-

clude six volumes when completed. Vol. 1 deals with
the composing department; vol. 2 with letterpress
printing.

Printing and the Allied Trades, 655. 2. K.
by R. R. Karch. 1931.

An attractive book dealing with t he various
processes connected with printing, type, composition,
hand press, machine printing and reproduction.
Intended mainly for students and apprentices.

The Business Man's Guide to Printing,
by C. C. Knights. 1927. 655. K.

A popular manual devoted mainly to the
technique of printing, though touching on process
engraving and its relation to commercial art.

The London School of Printing. The tenth
annual year book produced by the
students taking an interest in the
practical activities of the school.
1931-32. 655. L.

Printing as an art, showing the results from
mechanical composition as well as from display typo-
graphy. Covers the various reproduction processes and
also includes lectures on book-mating, lubrication,
paper troubles, technical education.

A History of Printing: its development
through five hundred years, 655. O.
by J. C. Oswald. 1928.

Though devoted mainly to the history of
printing, the very full illustration and the comment
on various processes make the book valuable in
practical work.

Printing in the Twentieth Century: a sur-
vey reprinted from the special number
of The Times. 1930. 655. T.

A very complete survey of the development of
the printing craft, including machinery, paper, ink,
typography, colour work, books, newspapers and
periodicals.

Printshop Practice, 655. L.
by R. A. Loomis. 1928.

A guide to the recognized besi practice in
practical printing.

Printing, 655. P.
by E. G. Porter. 1930.

The amateur printer with limited equipment
will find this book invaluable.

Printing Explained: an elementary prac-
tical handbook for schools and ama-
teurs, 655. S.
by H. Simon and H. Carter. 1931.

A clear and practical description of the process
ot combining types and of taking impressions from
them.

Printing for Apprentices and Journeymen,
by H.A.Witt. 1929. 655. W.

Outlines a course covering a broad field of
practice. Useful both to the student and the man
on the job.



Types, Composition, and General

Layout

Fundamentals of Typographic Art,
by !•:. A. Berry.

*
1930. 655. 2 B.

A discussion of page arrangement and of the
underlying factors of good and had typography.

Proof-reading and Style for Composition in
Writing and Printing, 655. 25 D.
by J. F. Dobbs. 1928.

Points the way toward standardizing methods
of proof-reading and unifying numerous details of
composition.

Care of the Linotype and Intertype,
by Hugh Foster. 1926. 655. 28 F.

Discusses probable causes and the treatment of
troubles.

Advanced Typography, 655. 2 G.
by W. B. Gress. 1931.

A standard text-book on printing; contains a

useful bibliography.

•Rules for Compositors and Readers,
by Horace Hart. 1930. 655. 25 H.

A guide to such technicalities of typography as
punctuation, abbreviations, choice of approved
spellings; also gives directions for the printing of
French, German, Latin, and Greek.

Practical Proofreading, 655. 25 H.
by A. H. Highton. 1928.

The art and practice of proof-reading and of copy
preparation.

Hand Composition: a treatise on the trade
and practice of the compositor and
printer, 655. J.

byHugoJahn. 1931.

An exhaustive study of hand composition and of
printing both as a trade and as an art.

A Manual of Style. 1917. 655. C.

Although older than most of the books in this

list, nevertheless a useful reference book on questions
of typographical style; issued by the University of

Chicago.

The New Hebrew Typography, 655. 24 S.

by H. J. Schonfield. 1932.

Aims to substitute a Romanised Hebrew for the
original single-form alphabet of square "capitals";
gives specimen suggested types.

Printing of To-day, 655. 1 S.

by O. Simon and J. Rodenberg. 1928.

An illustrated survey of post-war typography
in Europe and the United States.

An Introduction to Typography, 655. 2 S.

by P. Van D. Stern. 1932.

Devoted chiefly to the underlying principles of

handling type, with some specific chapters on adver-
tising display, magazine and book work.



Book, jMagazine, and Newspaper

Production

Printing for the Journalist, 655. A.
by E. W. Allen. 1928.

Deals concisely with printing equipment and its

uses, make-up, and type masses and forms.

Magazine Making, 050. B.
by J. E. Bakeless. 1931.

The greater part of the book is devoted to maga-
zine making from the printer's point of view.

The Building of a Book, 655. H.
edited by F. H. Hitchcock. 1929.

Practical but non-technical information given
in a series of articles by experts in the various depart-
ments of book-making.

The Golden Book: the story of fine books
and book-making, past and present,
by D. C. McMurtrie. 1927. 655. M.

A dignified and beautifully-designed history of
book-making, illustrated with a fine selection of

titles, text pages, and old woodcuts.

Modern Book Production. 1928. 655. S.

A special number of The Studio compiled with
a view to showing the increasing simplicity and vigor
of modern book design.

Typography and Mechanics of the News-
paper, 655. O.
by K. E. Olson. 1930.

Practical treatment of materials and methods
employed in newspaper printing, prefaced by a brief
history of printing development.

Master makers of the book, being a con-
secutive story of the book from a cen-
tury before the invention of printing
through the era of the Doves Press,
by W. D. Orcutt. 1928. 655. 0.

Really a history of the printing of the book,
but bringing out the progressive contributions of each
of the great printers to the art of book-making.

The Truth About Publishing, 655. 5 U.
by Stanley Unwin. 1927.

An authoritative and readable book, of which
one extensive chapter deals with all the various
processes of book production.

Advertising Layout

Advertising Parade: an anthology of good
advertisements published in 1928.

659. 1 A.
The outstandingly good advertisements which

make up this selection were chosen for their com-
petent technique and successful returns.

Advertising Type Combinations, 659. 2 A.
by A. C. Arnold and R. H. Powers. 1931.

Offers guidance in the effective and correct
combining of various type faces with display faces.



The Layout of Advertisements with Notes
on the Mechanical Processes of Pro-
duction, 659. 1 C.
by R. 11. \Y. Cox. 1931.

An English manual of advertising for all who
are interested in the composition and construction
of press advei tisements.

Advertising Production Methods, 659. 1 D.
by A. \V. Dippy. 1929.

A survey of processes, methods, and materials,
With practical suggestions For (heir use.

Lavout in Advertising, 659. 1 D.
by W. A. Dwiggins. 1928.

A very complete treatment of the designer's
tools and technique. Original examples are criticized
and compared.

Advertising and its Mechanical Produc-
tion, 659. 1 G.
by C. R. Greer. 1931.

A practical book which deals with underlying
principles, their application to selling, and the tech
nique of mechanical production.

Layout and Commercial Art, 659. 1 K.
by C. C. Knights.

A c ireful and comprehensive study of advertising
layout and the effect of its limitations on the work oi

the commercial artist.

The Typography of Newspaper Advertise-
ments, 659. 1 M.
by R. F. Meynell. 1929.

Chiefly devoted to type design and based on the
theory that the highest artistic design is compatible
with plain printer's ink.

Layout Technique in Advertising, 659. 1 S.

by Richard Surrey. 1929.
Suggestions on headlines, placing of design,

and division of space, with a view to forming a basis
for individual development.

Advertising Layout, 659. 1 Y.
By F. H. Young. 1928.

Toward establishing a tradition of aesthetic
quality in the layout of advertising.

Reproduction Processes

Color Secrets, 535. 6 A.
by E. C. Andrews. 1929.

Suggests the proper use of colour to enable an
advertiser or printer to offer a better service to his

clients.

Offset Lithography, 763. B.
by W. C. Browne. 1927.

Detailed information on modern methods of

lithographic printing.

Photogravure, 777. C.
by H. M. Cartwright. 1930.

A text-book on the machine and hand printed

processes, giving details of plate-making and printing.

Handbook of Lithography, 763. C.

by David Cumming. 1932.
A revised edition, with additional chapters

dealing with offset printing, photo-lithography, and
other modern processes.

Practical Photo-engraving, 777. G.
by H. A. Groesbeck. 1930.

Gives clear details of the process of photo-

engraving from elementary line to intricate colour

work.



Offset Printing from Stone and Plates,

by Charles Harrap. 1928. 763. H.
Deals in detail with methods of offset printing

and with offset machines.

Engraving and Printing Methods, 760. H.
by C. J. Hayes. 1931.

Gives the general information about printing

and reproduction methods that is necessary to an
advertiser.

The Art of the Poster; its Origin, Evolution,
and Purpose, 741. K.
by E. M. KaufTer. *

Offers stimulating suggestion for advertising
layout and design.

Commercial Art Practice, 740. K.
by C. C. Knights and F. E. Norman.

Presents clearly all those sides of the technique
of the printer and process engraver which affect the
commercial artist.

Printing: Reproductive Means and
Materials, 655. K.
by C. C. Knights. 1932.

A comprehensive study of reproduction pro-
cesses from the viewpoint of the advertising man, the
printer, and the business executive.

Woodcut Manual, 761. L.

by J. J. Lankes. 1932.
Contains chapters on tools and materials, on

press printing, paper, colour. Essentially a
"how-to-do-it" book, but full of entertaining digres-
sions.

Wood-engraving and Woodcuts, 761. L.

by C. V. H. Leighton. 1932.
Full illustration and a brief description of tools

and processes, followed by an analysis of a number
of wood engravings.

Penrose's Annual; the Process Year Book
and Review of the Graphic Arts. 760. P.

An annual which deals with each year's experi-
ment and advance in reproduction processes. The
1930 number reviews the development of the preced-
ing fifty years.

Posters and Publicity, Fine Printing and
Design, "Commercial Art" Annual.
1927. 659. 1 P.

A review of tendencies in various countries and
an attempt to classify the most important work in

this field.

Wood-engraving Since 1890, 761. S.

by Bernard Sleigh. 1932.
Practical hints on the technique and uses of wood-

engraving.

Photo-engraving in Relief, 777. S.
by W. J. Smith and others. 1932.

Covers the technique of photo-engravure from
the lens and the principles of illumination and ex-

posure to the various reproduction methods.

The Printing of Etchings and Engravings,
by David Strang. 1930. 760. S.

A detailed description of all the steps in the pro-
cess of printing etchings, by a well-known English
etcher.

Making an Etching, 767. W.
by Levon West. 1932.

Very full illustration of the tools and processes
of etching, followed by an analysis of a number of
noted etchings.



ressworl

Elementary Platen Presswork, 655. 32 P.
by R. W. Polk. 1931.

Instruction on the care and uses of the platen
press, together with chapters on types of presses and
their development.

The Science of Imposition, 655. 3 R.
by John Reed. 1928.

Based upon the modern pressroom and bindery
practice.

Practical Hints on Presswork, 655. 32 S.

by Eugene St. John. 1927.

Many suggestions for assisting the pressman to
meet the problems of everyday work.

Practice of Presswork, 655. 31 S.
by R. Spicher. 1929.

Covers the field of the pressman's work: types
of presses and their mechanism, rollers, inks, cutting;
and gives information on job analysis and press
purchasing.

Inks and Paper

Paper Testing and Chemistry for Printers,
by G. A. Jahans. 1931. 676. J.

A valuable book on the raw material of the
printer's craft, giving details of the various methods
of testing stationery and allied materials.

Inks and Rollers in the Pressroom, 655. 3 K.
• by W. C. Kettlewell. 1932.

Treats briefly the materials, testing, care, and
uses of various types of printing ink; also the care and
use of rollers.

Inks; their Composition and Manufacture,
by C. A. Mitchell and 667. 4 M.

F. C. Hepworth.
Deals with both writing and printing inks as

well as those for miscellaneous uses.

Modern Printing Ink; a Practical Handbook
for Manufacturers and Printers,

by Alfred Seymour. 655. 2 K.
Complete information on oil, varnish, and dry

colours, together with a description of some printing
processes.

Estimating

The Standard Book on Estimating for
Printers, 655. 3 U.
by F. W. Hoch. 1929.

A comprehensive work issued under the author-
ity of the United Typothetae of America and intended
for office use, for class purposes, for individual study,
and for the printer's library. Deals with costs of all

possible details and final estimates on a great variety
of printing work.


